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The Case 
for Legalised 

Euthanasia 
Six leading American 
moral philosophers 
recently co-authored 
an Amicus Curiae - a 
legal brief submitted 
to the US Supreme 
Court as evidence -
arguing that assisted 
suicide is a right 
protected by the US 
constitution. On this 
page, Julian Baggini 
introduces the brief 
and discusses the 
court's judgement, 
while the following 
pages are given over 
to the brief itself, a 
unique document 
written by Ronald 
Dworkin, Thomas 
Nagel, Robert 
Nozick, John Rawls, 
Thomas Scanlon and 
Judith Jarvis 
Thomson. 

The US Supreme Court has reversed two 
appeal court decisions that upheld the 
right o f terminally i l l , mentally compe

tent adults to assisted suicide. (See News, page 
5) I n doing so, the court rejected arguments set 
out i n an unprecedented joint brief submitted 
by six leading moral philosophers. 

The brief supports two principles that the 
authors believe are entailed by the principles o f 
liberty enshrined in the American constitution. 
The first is that "every competent person has 
the right to make momentous personal 
decisions which invoke fundamental religious 
or philosophical convictions about life's value 
for himself," and that these "momentous 
decisions" include those to do wi th death. The 
second is that "people may make such 
momentous decisions impulsively or out o f 
emotional depression [...] and i t therefore 
allows that in some circumstances a state has 
the constitutional power to override that right 
in order to protect citizens f r o m mistaken but 
irrevocable acts o f self-destruction." I n other 
words, assisted suicide may be prevented i f i t 
can reasonably be inferred that the patient 
"would later be grateful i f they were prevented 
f r o m dying." 

The Supreme Court ruled that the ban on 
assisted suicide is "deeply rooted in this 
nation's history and tradition," while the 
fundamental interest the philosophers and 
other respondents were defending was not 
clearly enough defined. 

The court also rejected one o f the more 
philosophically interesting arguments in the 
amicus curiae - a contribution to the debate 
over acts and omissions. Many have argued 
that there is a moral difference between 
actively kill ing a person, by lethal injection, fo r 
example, and simply "letting nature take its 
course", by turning o f f a life support machine, 
for instance. The authors suggest that this 
misrepresents the "common sense distinction", 
which is rather between acts or omissions 
intended to cause death and those which are 
not. The implication is therefore that the 
intention, rather than whether euthanasia is 
active or passive, is what is morally significant. 

However, the court rejected this argument 
outright. I t appealed to the common law rule 
that forced medication is a battery, and the 
legally enshrined right to refuse unwanted 
medical treatment. These are the principles 

which, in practice, allow passive euthanasia, 
but do not support active euthanasia. 
Therefore the court concluded the distinction 
between killing and letting die is rational and 
well established. 

Being primarily a legal document, the amici 
appealed mostly to two earlier Supreme Court 
rulings as precedents. The first was Planned 
Parenthood v. Casey i n which the right to 
abortion was upheld, and the second was 
Cru^an v. Missouri, i n which the right to refuse 
forced medication was upheld. The philoso
phers argued that in both cases, the right to 
make momentous personal decisions about 
life's value was being affirmed. Although they 
back up their argument by referring to details 
o f the rulings in both cases, the Supreme 
Court was unmoved. I n the court's opinion, 
no such general right was an integral part o f 
either ruling, and hence no precedent had 
been set for abortion and forced medication 
which could be used in the case o f euthana
sia. 

The coherence o f the court's objections 
and the philosophers' arguments is for the 
reader to judge. I t is interesting to note, 
however, how the philosophers made the 
connection between the fundamental beliefs 
about life's value which connect the ethical 
status o f abortion and euthanasia. I f one 
believes, broadly, that life is not o f instrinsic 
value, rather that life's value depends upon 
the nature o f that life, i t is far easier to believe 
i n the tightness o f abortion and euthanasia. 
I f , on the other hand, one holds the "sanctity 
o f l i f e " view, believing life has a great intrinsic 
value, then neither abortion nor euthanasia 
are likely to be viewed favourably. The law, i t 
seems, is unwilling to confront this moral 
dilemma. 

Dwork in , in his introduction to the brief 
for the New York Review o f Books, wrote, " I 
am unaware o f any other occasion on which a 
group has intervened in Supreme Court 
litigation solely as general moral philoso
phers." 

Because this is a unique document, and 
because, despite the sometimes cumbersome 
legal phraseology, i t is such an exceptional 
example o f philosophers using their training 
to contribute to public life, The Philosophers' 
Magazine is delighted to reproduce the text o f 
the amicus curiae. 
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The Brief of the 
Amici Curiae 

Interest of the Amici Curiae 

Amici are six moral and political philosophers who dif
fer on many issues o f public morality and policy. They 
are united, however, in their conviction that respect for 
fundamental principles o f liberty and justice, as well as 
for the American constitutional tradition, requires that 
the decisions o f the Courts o f Appeals be affirmed. 

Introduction and Summary of Argument 

These cases do not invite or require the Court to make 
moral, ethical, or religious judgments about how people 
should approach or confront their death or about when 
it is ethically appropriate to hasten one's own death or to 
ask others for help in doing so. O n the contrary, they ask 
the Court to recognize that individuals have a constitu
tionally protected interest in making those grave judg
ments for themselves, free f r o m the imposition o f any 
religious or philosophical orthodoxy by court or legisla
ture. States have a constitutionally legitimate interest in 
protecting individuals f rom irrational, i l l - informed, pres
sured, or unstable decisions to hasten their own death. 
To that end, states may regulate and limit the assistance 
that doctors may give individuals who express a wish to 
die. But states may not deny people in the position o f 
the patient-plaintiffs in these cases the opportunity to 
demonstrate, through whatever reasonable procedures 
the state might institute - even procedures that err on 
the side o f caution - that their decision to die is indeed 
informed, stable, and fully free. Denying that opportu
nity to terminally i l l patients who are in agonizing pain or 
otherwise doomed to an existence they regard as intoler
able could only be justified on the basis o f a religious or 
ethical conviction about the value or meaning o f life i t
self. Our Constitution forbids government to impose 
such convictions on its citizens. 

Petitioners [i.e., the state authorities o f Washington 
and New York] and the amici who support them offer 
two contradictory arguments. Some deny that the pa
tient-plaintiffs have any constitutionally protected liberty 
interest in hastening their own deaths. But that liberty 
interest flows direcdy f r o m this Court's previous deci
sions. I t flows f r o m the right o f people to make their 
own decisions about matters "involving the most in t i 
mate and personal choices a person may make in a l ife
time, choices central to personal dignity and autonomy." 
Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851 (1992). 

The Solicitor General, urging reversal in support o f 
Petitioners, recognizes that the patient-plaintiffs do have 
a constitutional liberty interest at stake in these cases. See 
Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting 
Petitioners at 12, Washington v. Vacco [hereinafter Brief 
for the United States] ("The term 'liberty' i n the Due 
Process Clause...is broad enough to encompass an inter
est on the part o f terminally i l l , mentally competent adults 
in obtaining relief f r o m the kind o f suffering experienced 
by the plaintiffs in this case, which includes not only se
vere physical pain, but also the despair and distress that 
comes f r o m physical deterioration and the inability to 
cont ro l basic bodi ly functions."); see also id. at 13 
("Cru^an...supports the conclusion that a liberty interest 
is at stake in this case."). 

The Solicitor General nevertheless argues that Wash
ington and New York properly ignored this profound 
interest when they required the patient-plaintiffs to live 
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on in circumstances they found intolerable. He argues 
that a state may simply declare that i t is unable to devise 
a regulatory scheme that would adequately protect pa
tients whose desire to die might be i l l- informed or un
stable or foolish or not ful ly free, and that a state may 
therefore fall back on a blanket prohibition. This Court 
has never accepted that patently dangerous rationale for 
denying protection altogether to a conceded fundamen
tal constitutional interest. I t would be a serious mistake 
to do so now. I f that rationale were accepted, an interest 
acknowledged to be constitutionally protected would be 
rendered empty. 

Argument 

I . T h e Liberty Interest Asserted Here is Protected 
by the Due Process Clause 

The Due Process Clause o f the Fourteenth Amend
ment protects the liberty interest asserted by the patient-
plaintiffs here. 

Certain decisions are momentous in their impact on 
the character o f a person's life - decisions about reli
gious faith, political and moral allegiance, marriage, pro
creation, and death, for example. Such deeply personal 
decisions pose controversial questions about how and 
why human life has value. I n a free society, individuals 
must be allowed to make those decisions for themselves, 
out o f their own faith, conscience, and convictions. This 
Court has insisted, in a variety o f contexts and circum
stances, that this great freedom is among those protected 
by the Due Process Clause as essential to a community 
o f "ordered liberty." Palko v. Connedicut, 302 U.S. 319,325 
(1937). I n its recent decision in PlannedParenthoodv. Casey, 
505 U.S. 833, 851 (1992), the Court offered a paradig
matic statement o f that principle: 

matters involving the most intimate and 
personal choices a person may make in a lifetime, 
choices central to a person's dignity and autonomy, 
are central to the liberty protected by the Four
teenth Amendment. 

That declaration reflects an idea underlying many o f 
our basic constitutional protections. As the Court ex
plained in West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 
319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943): 

I f there is any fixed star in our constitutional 
constellation, i t is that no official. .can prescribe 
what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, 
religion, or other matters o f opinion or force 
citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein. 

A person's interest in fol lowing his own convictions 
at the end o f life is so central a part o f the more general 
right to make "intimate and personal choices" for h im
self that a failure to protect that particular interest would 
undermine the general right altogether. Death is, for each 
o f us, among the most significant events o f life. As the 
Chief Justice said in Cru^an v. Missouri, 497 U.S. 261, 
281 (1990), " [ f jhe choice between life and death is a deeply 
personal decision o f obvious and overwhelming final
ity." Most o f us see death - whatever we think wi l l f o l 
low it — as the final act o f life's drama, and we want that 
last act to reflect our own convictions, those we have 
tried to live by, not the convictions o f others forced on 
us in our most vulnerable moment. 

Different people, o f different religious and ethical 
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beliefs, embrace very different convictions about which 
way o f dying confirms and which contradicts the value 
o f their lives. Some fight against death wi th every weapon 
their doctors can devise. Others w i l l do nothing to has
ten death even i f they pray i t w i l l come soon. Still others, 
including the patient-plaintiffs in these cases, want to end 
their lives when they think that living on, in the only way 
they can, would disfigure rather than enhance the lives 
they had created. Some people make the latter choice 
not just to escape pain. Even i f i t were possible to elimi
nate all pain for a dying patient - and frequendy that is 
not possible — that would not end or even much alleviate 
the anguish some would feel at remaining alive, but intu
bated, helpless, and often sedated near oblivion. 

None o f these dramatically different attitudes about 
the meaning o f death can be dismissed as irrational. None 
should be imposed, either by the pressure o f doctors or 
relatives or by the fiat o f government, on people who 
reject it. Just as i t would be intolerable for government 
to dictate that doctors never be permitted to try to keep 
someone alive as long as possible when that is what the 
patient wishes, so i t is intolerable for government to dic
tate that doctors may never, under any circumstances, 
help someone to die who believes that further life means 
only degradation. The Constitution insists that people 
must be free to make these deeply personal decisions for 
themselves and must not be forced to end their lives in a 
way that appalls them, just because that is what some 
majority thinks proper. 

I I . T h i s Court's Decis ions i n Casey and C r u z a n 
Compel Recognition of a Liberty Interest Here 

A. Casey Supports the Liberty Interest Asserted Here 

I n Casey, this Court, in holding that a state cannot con
stitutionally proscribe abortion in all cases, reiterated that 
the Constitution protects a sphere o f autonomy in which 
individuals must be permitted to make certain decisions 
for themselves. The Court began its analysis by pointing 
out that "[a]t the heart o f liberty is the right to define 
one's own concept o f existence, o f meaning, o f the uni
verse, and o f the mystery o f human l i fe ." 505 U.S. at 
851. Choices f lowing out o f these conceptions, on mat
ters "involving the most intimate and personal choices a 
person may make in a lifetime, choices central to per
sonal dignity and autonomy, are central to the liberty pro
tected by the Fourteenth Amendment." Id. "Beliefs about 
these matters," the Court continued, "could not define 
the attributes o f personhood were they formed under 
compulsion o f the State." Id. 

I n language pertinent to the liberty interest asserted 
here, the Court explained why decisions about abortion 
fall wi th in this category o f "personal and intimate" deci
sions. A decision whether or not to have an abortion, 
"originat[ing] wi th in the zone o f conscience and belief," 
involves conduct in which "the liberty o f the woman is 
at stake in a sense unique to the human condition and so 
unique to the law." Id. at 852. As such, the decision nec
essarily involves the very "destiny o f the woman" and is 
inevitably "shaped to a large extent on her own concep
t ion o f her spiritual imperatives and her place in soci
ety." Id. Precisely because o f these characteristics o f the 
decision, "the State is [not] entitled to proscribe [abor
tion] in all instances." Id. Rather, to allow a total prohibi
t ion on abortion would be to permit a state to impose 
one conception o f the meaning and value o f human 
existence on all individuals. This the Constitution for
bids. 

The Solicitor General nevertheless argues that the tight 
to abortion could be supported on grounds other than 
this autonomy principle, grounds that would not apply 
here. He argues, for example, that the abortion right might 

f low f r o m the great burden an unwanted child imposes 
on its mother's life. Brief for the United States at 14-15. 
But whether or not abortion rights could be defended 
on such grounds, they were not the grounds on which 
this Court in fact relied. To the contrary, the Court ex
plained at length that the right flows f r o m the constitu
tional protection accorded all individuals to "define one's 
own concept o f existence, o f meaning, o f the universe, 
and o f the mystery o f human l i fe ." Casey, 505 U.S. at 
851. 

The analysis in Casey compels the conclusion that the 
patient-plaintiffs have a liberty interest in this case that a 
state cannot burden wi th a blanket prohibition. Like a 
woman's decision whether to have an abortion, a deci
sion to die involves one's very "destiny" and inevitably 
wi l l be "shaped to a large extent on [one's] own concep
tion o f [one's] spiritual imperatives and [one's] place i n 
society." Id. at 852. Just as a blanket prohibit ion on abor
tion would involve the improper imposition o f one con
ception o f the meaning and value o f human existence 
on all individuals, so too would a blanket prohibit ion on 
assisted suicide. The liberty interest asserted here cannot 
be rejected without undermining the rationale o f Casey. 
Indeed, the lower court opinions in the Washington case 
expressly recognized the parallel between the liberty in 
terest in Casey and the interest asserted here. See Compas
sion in Dying v. Washington, 79 F.3d 790,801 (9th Cir. 1996) 
(en banc) ("In deciding right-to-die cases, we are guided 
by the Court's approach to the abortion cases. Casey i n 
particular provides a powerful precedent, for i n that case 
the Court had the opportunity to evaluate its past deci
sions and to determine whether to adhere to its original 
judgment."), a f f ' g , 850 F. Supp. 1454,1459 (WD. Wash. 
1994) ("(TJhe reasoning in Casey [is] highly instructive and 
almost prescriptive..."). This Court should do the same. 

B. Cruzan Supports the Liberty Interest Asserted Here 

We agree wi th the Solicitor General that this Court's 
decision in "Cruzan...supports the conclusion that a l ib
erty interest is at stake in this case." Brief for the United 
States at 8. Petitioners, however, insist that the present 
cases can be distinguished because the right at issue in 
Cruzan was limited to a right to reject an unwanted inva
sion o f one's body. But this Court repeatedly has held 
that in appropriate circumstances a state may require i n 
dividuals to accept unwanted invasions o f the body. See, 
e.g., Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) (ex
traction o f blood sample f r o m individual suspected o f 
driving while intoxicated, notwithstanding defendant's 
objection, does not violate privilege against self-incrimi
nation or other constitutional rights); Jacobson v. Massachu
setts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905) (upholding compulsory vaccina
tion for smallpox as reasonable regulation for protection 
o f public health). 

The liberty interest at stake in Cruzan was a more pro
found one. I f a competent patient has a constitutional 
right to refuse life-sustaining treatment, then, the Court 
implied, the state could not override that right. The regu
lations upheld i n Cruzan were designed only to ensure 
that the individual's wishes were ascertained correcdy. 
Thus, i f Cruzan implies a right o f competent patients to 
refuse life-sustaining treatment, that implication must be 
understood as resting not simply on a right to refuse 
bodily invasions but on the more profound right to refuse 
medical intervention when what is at stake is a momen
tous personal decision, such as the timing and manner 
o f one's death. I n her concurrence, Justice O'Connor 
expressly recognized that the right at issue involved a 
"deeply personal decision" that is "inextricably inter
twined" wi th our notion o f "self-determination." 497 U.S. 
at 287-89. 
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Cruzan also supports the proposition that a state may 
not burden a terminally i l l patient's liberty interest in de
termining the time and manner o f his death by prohibit
ing doctors f r o m terminating life support. Seeking to 
distinguish Cruzan, Petitioners insist that a state may nev
ertheless burden that right in a different way by forbid
ding doctors to assist in the suicide o f patients who are 
not on life-support machinery. They argue that doctors 
who remove life support are only allowing a natural proc
ess to end in death whereas doctors who prescribe lethal 
drugs are intervening to cause death. So, according to 
this argument, a state has an independent justification 
for forbidding doctors to assist in suicide that i t does not 
have for forbidding them to remove l ife support. I n the 
former case though not the latter, i t is said, the state for
bids an act o f kill ing that is morally much more prob
lematic than merely letting a patient die. 

This argument is based on a misunderstanding o f the 
pertinent moral principles. I t is certainly true that when a 
patient does not wish to die, different acts, each o f which 
foreseeably results in his death, nevertheless have very 
different moral status. When several patients need organ 
transplants and organs are scarce, for example, i t is mor
ally permissible for a doctor to deny an organ to one 
patient, even though he wi l l die without i t , i n order to 
give i t to another. But i t is certainly not permissible for a 
doctor to ki l l one patient in order to use his organs to 
save another. The morally significant difference between 
those two acts is not, however, that kil l ing is a positive 
act and not providing an organ is a mere omission, or 
that kil l ing someone is worse than merely allowing a 
"natural" process to result i n death. I t would be equally 
impermissible for a doctor to let an injured patient bleed 
to death, or to refuse antibiotics to a patient wi th pneu
monia — in each case the doctor would have allowed death 
to result f r o m a "natural" process - in order to make his 
organs available for transplant to others. A doctor vio
lates his patient's rights whether the doctor acts or re
frains f r o m acting, against the patient's wishes, in a way 
that is designed to cause death. 

When a competent patient does want to die, the moral 
situation is obviously different, because then i t makes no 
sense to appeal to the patient's right not to be killed as a 
reason why an act designed to cause his death is imper
missible. F rom the patient's point o f view, there is no 
morally pertinent difference between a doctor's termi
nating treatment that keeps h im alive, i f that is what he 
wishes, and a doctor's helping h im to end his own life by 
providing lethal pills he may take himself, when ready, i f 
that is what he wishes — except that the latter may be 
quicker and more humane. N o r is that a pertinent differ
ence f r o m the doctor's point o f view. I f and when i t is 
permissible fo r h im to act wi th death in view, i t does not 
matter which o f those two means he and his patient 
choose. I f i t is permissible for a doctor deliberately to 
withdraw medical treatment in order to allow death to 
result f r o m a natural process, then i t is equally permissi
ble for h im to help his patient hasten his own death more 
actively, i f that is the patient's express wish. 

I t is true that some doctors asked to terminate life 
support are reluctant and do so only in deference to a 
patient's right to compel them to remove unwanted in 
vasions o f his body. But other doctors, who believe that 
their most fundamental professional duty is to act in the 
patient's interests and that, in certain circumstances, i t is 
in their patient's best interests to die, participate willingly 
in such decisions: they terminate life support to cause 
death because they know that is what their patient wants. 
Cruzan implied that a state may not absolutely prohibit a 
doctor f r o m deliberately causing death, at the patient's 
request, in that way and for that reason. I f so, then a 
state may not prohibit doctors f r o m deliberately using 

more direct and often more humane means to the same 
end when that is what a patient prefers. The fact that 
failing to provide life-sustaining treatment may be re
garded as "only letting nature take its course" is no more 
morally significant in this context, when the patient wishes 
to die, than in the other, when he wishes to live. Whether 
a doctor turns o f f a respirator in accordance wi th the 
patient's request or prescribes pills that a patient may take 
when he is ready to ki l l himself, the doctor acts wi th the 
same intention: to help the patient die. 

The two situations do differ in one important respect. 
Since patients have a right not to have life-support ma
chinery attached to their bodies, they have, in principle, a 
right to compel its removal. But that is not true in the 
case o f assisted suicide: patients in certain circumstances 
have a right that the state not forbid doctors to assist in 
their deaths, but they have no right to compel a doctor 
to assist them. The right in question, that is, is only a 
right to the help o f a wil l ing doctor. 

I I I . State Interests do not Justify a Categorical Pro
hibition on all Assisted Suicide 

The Solicitor General concedes that "a competent, 
terminally i l l adult has a constitutionally cognizable l ib
erty interest in avoiding the kind o f suffering experienced 
by the plaintiffs in this case." Brief for the United States 
at 8. He agrees that this interest extends not only to avoid
ing pain, but to avoiding an existence the patient believes 
to be one o f intolerable indignity or incapacity as well. 
Id. at 12. The Solicitor General argues, however, that states 
nevertheless have the right to "override" this liberty in
terest altogether, because a state could reasonably con
clude that allowing doctors to assist in suicide, even un
der the most stringent regulations and procedures that 
could be devised, would unreasonably endanger the lives 
o f a number o f patients who might ask for death in cir
cumstances when i t is plainly not i n their interests to die 
or when their consent has been improperly obtained. 

This argument is unpersuasive, however, for at least 
three reasons. First, in Cruzan, this Court noted that its 
various decisions supported the recognition o f a general 
liberty interest in refusing medical treatment, even when 
such refusal could result in death. 497 U.S. at 278-79. 
The various risks described by the Solicitor General ap
ply equally to those situations. For instance, a patient kept 
alive only by an elaborate and disabling life-support sys
tem might well become depressed, and doctors might be 
equally uncertain whether the depression is curable: such 
a patient might decide for death only because he has been 
advised that he wi l l die soon anyway or that he wi l l never 
live free o f the burdensome apparatus, and either diag
nosis might conceivably be mistaken. Relatives or doc
tors might subdy or crudely influence that decision, and 
state provision fo r the decision may (to the same degree 
in this case as i f i t allowed assisted suicide) be thought to 
encourage i t . 

Yet there has been no suggestion that states are inca
pable o f addressing such dangers through regulation. I n 
fact, quite the opposite is true. I n McKay v. Bergstedt, 106 
Nev. 808, 801 P.2d 617 (1990), for example, the Nevada 
Supreme Court held that "competent adult patients de
siring to refuse or discontinue medical treatment" must 
be examined by two non-attending physicians to deter
mine whether the patient is mentally competent, under
stands his prognosis and treatment options, and appears 
free o f coercion or pressure in making his decision. Id. 
at 827-28, 801 P.2d at 630. See also: id. (in the case o f 
terminally-ill patients wi th natural life expectancy o f less 
than six months, [a] patient's right o f self-determination 
shall be deemed to prevail over state interests, whereas 
[a] non-terminal patient's decision to terminate life-sup-
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por t systems must first be weighed against relevant state 
interests by trial judge); [and] In reFarrell, 108 N.J. 335, 
354, 529 A.2d 404,413 (1987) ([which held that a] termi
nally-ill patient requesting termination o f life-support 
must be determined to be competent and properly in 
formed about [his] prognosis, available treatment options 
and risks, and to have made decision voluntarily and wi th
out coercion). Those protocols served to guard against 
precisely the dangers that the Solicitor General raises. The 
case law contains no suggestion that such protocols are 
inevitably insufficient to prevent deaths that should have 
been prevented. 

Indeed, the risks o f mistake are overall greater in the 
case o f terminating life support. Cruzan implied that a 
state must allow individuals to make such decisions 
through an advance directive stipulating either that l ife 
support be terminated (or not initiated) in described cir
cumstances when the individual was no longer compe
tent to make such a decision himself, or that a designated 
proxy be allowed to make that decision. A l l the risks just 
described are present when the decision is made through 
or pursuant to such an advance directive, and a grave 
further risk is added: that the directive, though still i n 
force, no longer represents the wishes o f the patient. 
The patient might have changed his mind before he be
came incompetent, though he did not change the direc
tive, or his proxy may make a decision that the patient 
would not have made himself i f still competent. I n 
Cruzan, this Court held that a state may l imi t these risks 
through reasonable regulation. I t did not hold - or even 
suggest — that a state may avoid them through a blanket 
prohibit ion that, in effect, denies the liberty interest alto-

Second, nothing in the record supports the [Solicitor 
General's] conclusion that no system o f rules and regu
lations could adequately reduce the risk o f mistake. As 
discussed above, the experience o f states i n adjudicating 
requests to have life-sustaining treatment removed indi
cates the opposite. The Solicitor General has provided 
no persuasive reason why the same sort o f procedures 
could not be applied effectively in the case o f a compe
tent individual's request for physician-assisted suicide. 

Indeed, several very detailed schemes for regulating 
physician-assisted suicide have been submitted to the 
voters o f some states and one has been enacted. I n addi
t ion, concerned groups, including a group o f distin
guished professors o f law and other professionals, have 
drafted and defended such schemes. See, e.g., Charles H . 
Baron, et. al., A Model State Act to Authorise and Regulate 
Physician-Assisted Suiade, 33 Harv. J. Legis. 1 (1996). Such 
draft statutes propose a variety o f protections and re
view procedures designed to insure against mistakes, and 
neither Washington nor New York attempted to show 
that such schemes would be porous or ineffective. N o r 
does the Solicitor General's brief: i t relies instead mainly 
on flat and conclusory statements. I t cites a New York 
Task Force report, written before the proposals just de
scribed were drafted, whose findings have been widely 
disputed and were implicitly rejected in the opinion o f 
the Second Circuit below. See generally Quill v. Vacco, 80 
F.3d 716 (2d Cir. 1996). The weakness o f the Solicitor 
General's argument is signaled by his strong reliance on 
the experience in the Netherlands which, in effect, al
lows assisted suicide pursuant to published guidelines. 
Brief for the United States at 23-24. The Dutch guide
lines are more permissive than the proposed and model 
American statutes, however. The Solicitor General deems 
the Dutch practice o f ending the lives o f people like neo
nates who cannot consent particularly noteworthy, for 
example, but that practice could easily and effectively be 
made illegal by any state regulatory scheme without v io
lating the Constitution. 

The Solicitor General's argument would perhaps have 
more force i f the question before the Court were simply 
whether a state has any rational basis for an absolute pro
hibition; i f that were the question, then i t might be enough 
to call attention to risks a state might well deem not worth 
running. But as the Solicitor General concedes, the ques
tion here is a very different one: whether a state has in 
terests sufficiendy compelling to allow it to take the ex
traordinary step o f altogether refusing the exercise o f a 
liberty interest o f constitutional dimension. I n those cir
cumstances, the burden is plainly on the state to demon
strate that the risk o f mistakes is very high, and that no 
alternative to complete prohibition would adequately and 
effectively reduce those risks. Neither o f the Petitioners 
has made such a showing. 

N o r could they. The burden o f p roof on any state 
attempting to show this would be very high. Consider, 
for example, the burden a state would have to meet to 
show that i t was entided altogether to ban public speeches 
in favor o f unpopular causes because i t could not guar
antee, either by regulations short o f an outright ban or 
by increased police protection, that such speeches would 
not provoke a r iot that would result in serious injury or 
death to an innocent party. Or that i t was entided to deny 
those accused o f crime the procedural rights that the 
Constitution guarantees, such as the right to a jury trial, 
because the security risk those rights would impose on 
the community would be too great. One can posit ex
treme circumstances in which some such argument would 
succeed. See, e.g., Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 
(1944) (permitting United States to detain individuals o f 
Japanese ancestry during wartime). But these circum
stances would be extreme indeed, and the Korematsu 
rul ing has been widely and severely criticized. 

Th i rd , i t is doubtful whether the risks the Solicitor 
General cites are even o f the right character to serve as 
justification for an absolute prohibit ion on the exercise 
o f an important liberty interest. The risks fall into two 
groups. The first is the risk o f medical mistake, includ
ing a misdiagnosis o f competence or terminal illness. To 
be sure, no scheme o f regulation, no matter how rigor
ous, can altogether guarantee that medical mistakes wil l 
not be made. But the Constitution does not allow a state 
to deny patients a great variety o f important choices, for 
which informed consent is properly deemed necessary, 
just because the information on which the consent is given 
may, in spite o f the most strenuous efforts to avoid mis
take, be wrong. Again, these identical risks are present in 
decisions to terminate life support, yet they do not jus
tify an absolute prohibit ion on the exercise o f the right. 

The second group consists o f risks that a patient wi l l 
be unduly influenced by considerations that the state 
might deem it not in his best interests to be swayed by, 
fo r example, the feelings and views o f close family mem
bers. Brief for the United States at 20. But what a patient 
regards as proper grounds for such a decision normally 
reflects exactly the judgments o f personal ethics — o f 
why his life is important and what affects its value - that 
patients have a crucial liberty interest in deciding for them
selves. Even people who are dying have a right to hear 
and, i f they wish, act on what others might wish to tell or 
suggest or even hint to them, and i t would be dangerous 
to suppose that a state may prevent this on the ground 
that i t knows better than its citizens when they should be 
moved by or yield to particular advice or suggestion in 
the exercise o f their right to make fateful personal deci
sions for themselves. I t is not a good reply that some 
people may not decide as they really wish - as they would 
decide, for example, i f free f r o m the "pressure" o f oth
ers. That possibility could hardly justify the most serious 
pressure o f all - the criminal law which tells them that 
they may not decide for death i f they need the help o f a 
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doctor i n dying, no matter how firmly they wish i t . 

There is a fundamental inf i rmi ty in the Solicitor Gen
eral's argument. He asserts that a state may reasonably 
judge that the risk o f "mistake" to some persons justifies 
a prohibit ion that not only risks but insures and even 
aims at what would undoubtedly be a vastly greater 
number o f "mistakes" o f the opposite kind — prevent
ing many thousands o f competent people who think that 
i t disfigures their lives to continue living, in the only way 
left to them, f r o m escaping that - to them — terrible in 
jury. A state grievously and irreversibly harms such peo
ple when i t prohibits that escape. The Solicitor General's 
argument may seem plausible to those who do not agree 
that individuals are harmed by being forced to live on in 
pain and what they regard as indignity. But many other 
people plainly do think that such individuals are harmed, 
and a state may not take one side in that essentially ethi
cal or religious controversy as its justification for deny
ing a crucial liberty. 

O f course, a state has important interests that justify 
regulating physician-assisted suicide. I t may be legitimate 
for a state to deny an opportunity for assisted suicide 
when i t acts in what i t reasonably judges to be the best 
interests o f the potential suicide, and when its judgment 
on that issue does not rest on contested judgments about 
"matters involving the most intimate and personal choices 
a person may make in a lifetime, choices central to per
sonal dignity and autonomy." Casey, 505 U.S. at 851. A 
state might assert, fo r example, that people who are not 
terminally i l l , but who have formed a desire to die, are, as 
a group, very likely later to be grateful i f they are pre
vented f r o m taking their own lives. I t might then claim 
that i t is legitimate, out o f concern for such people, to 
deny any o f them a doctor's assistance [in taking their 
own lives]. 

This Court need not decide now the extent to which 
such paternalistic interests might override an individual's 
liberty interest. N o one can plausibly claim, however — 
and i t is noteworthy that neither Petitioners nor the So
licitor General does claim — that any such prohibi t ion 
could serve the interests o f any significant number o f 
terminally i l l patients. O n the contrary, any paternalistic 
justification for an absolute prohibit ion o f assistance to 
such patients would o f necessity appeal to a widely con
tested religious or ethical conviction many o f them, i n 
cluding the patient-plaintiffs, reject. Al lowing that justif i
cation to prevail would vitiate the liberty interest. 

Even i n the case o f terminally i l l patients, a state has a 
right to take all reasonable measures to insure that a pa
tient requesting such assistance has made an informed, 
competent, stable and uncoerced decision. I t is plainly 
legitimate fo r a state to establish procedures through 
which professional and administrative judgments can be 
made about these matters, and to forb id doctors to assist 
i n suicide when its reasonable procedures have not been 
satisfied. States may be permitted considerable leeway i n 
designing such procedures. They may be permitted, 
wi th in reason, to err on what they take to be the side o f 
caution. But they may not use the bare possibility o f er
ror as justification for refusing to establish any proce
dures at all and relying instead on a flat prohibit ion. 

Conclusion 

Each individual has a right to make the "most in t i 
mate and personal choices central to personal dignity and 
autonomy." That right encompasses the right to exercise 
some control over the time and manner o f one's death. 

The patient-plaintiffs i n these cases were all mentally 
competent individuals i n the final phase o f terminal i l l 
ness and died wi th in months o f f i l ing their claims. 

Jane Doe described how her advanced cancer made 
even the most basic bodily functions such as swallowing, 
coughing, and yawning extremely painful and that i t was 
"not possible for [her] to reduce [her] pain to an accept
able level o f comfor t and to retain an alert state." Faced 
wi th such circumstances, she sought to be able to "dis
cuss freely wi th [her] treating physician [her] intention o f 
hastening [her] death through the consumption o f drugs 
prescribed for that purpose." Quill v. Vacco, 80 F.2d 716, 
720 (2d Cir. 1996) (quoting declaration o f Jane Doe). 

George A . Kingsley, i n advanced stages o f A I D S 
which included, among other hardships, the attachment 
o f a tube to an artery in his chest which made even rou
tine functions burdensome and the development o f le
sions on his brain, sought advice f r o m his doctors re
garding prescriptions which could hasten his impending 
death. Id. 

Jane Roe, suffering f r o m cancer since 1988, had been 
almost completely bedridden since 1993 and experienced 
constant pain which could not be alleviated by medica
tion. Af t e r undergoing counseling for herself and her 
family, she desired to hasten her death by taking prescrip
t ion drugs. Compassion in Dying v. Washington, 850 F. 
Supp. 1454,1456 (1994). 

John Doe, who had experienced numerous AIDS-re¬
lated ailments since 1991, was "especially cognizant o f 
the suffering imposed by a lingering terminal illness be
cause he was the primary caregiver for his long-term com
panion who died o f A I D S " and sought prescription drugs 
f r o m his physician to hasten his own death after entering 
the terminal phase o f A I D S . I d . at 1456-57. 

James Poe suffered f r o m emphysema which caused 
h im "a constant sensation o f suffocating" as well as a 
cardiac condition which caused severe leg pain. Con
nected to an oxygen tank at all times but unable to calm 
the panic reaction associated wi th his feeling o f suffoca
tion even wi th regular doses o f morphine, Mr. Poe sought 
physician-assisted suicide. I d . at 1457. 

A state may not deny the liberty claimed by the pa
tient-plaintiffs in these cases without providing them an 
opportunity to demonstrate, in whatever way the state 
might reasonably think wise and necessary, that the con
viction they expressed for an early death is competent, 
rational, informed, stable, and uncoerced. 

A f f i r m i n g the decisions by the Courts o f Appeals 
would establish nothing more than that there is such a 
constitutionally protected right in principle. I t would es
tablish only that some individuals, whose decisions for 
suicide plainly cannot be dismissed as irrational or f o o l 
ish or premature, must be accorded a reasonable oppor
tunity to show that their decision for death is informed 
and free. I t is not necessary to decide precisely which 
patients are entided to that opportunity. I f , on the other 
hand, this Court reverses the decisions below, its deci
sion could only be justified by the momentous proposi
tion - a proposition flatly in conflict w i th the spirit and 
letter o f the Court's past decisions - that an American 
citizen does not, after all, have the right, even i n princi
ple, to live and die i n the light o f his own religious and 
ethical beliefs, his own convictions about why his life is 
valuable and where its value lies. 

has been determined by the attending physician 
and consulting physician to be suffering f r o m a 
terminal disease, and who has voluntarily expressed 
his or her wish to die, may make a writ ten request 
for medication for the purpose o f ending his l i fe in 
a human and dignified manner in accordance wi th 
[the provisions o f the Act ] . 
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